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5 JPEG 

Since June 1982 Work Group 8 (WG8) of the ISO has been 
w&g on stan-tion of compression and decompres- 
sion of still images (iiudson et al. 1988). In June 1987. ten dif- 
ferent techniqiies for still color and gray-scaled images were 
presented. These proposals were compared and three of them 
wereana lyd  -er. An adaptiveaansform coding technique 
b a d  on the ECT achieved the b a t  (subjactive) results and 
M f o n  was adopted for P E G  (ieger et al. 1988; Wallace 
ct aL 1988). JF'EG (Joint Photographic Expens Group) is a 
joint p j e c t  of ISOlIEC iTCl/SCUWGlO and the commis- 
sion Q.16 of CCilT SGVIII. In 1992 PEG bccame an ISO 
htmdonal Staodard (B) (PEG 1993). 

JPl33 applies to wlor and gray-scaled still images (Leger 
ct al. 1991: Mitchell and Pennebaker 1991; Wdlace 1991). A 
fast coding and decoding of still images is also used for video 
sequcnces known as Motion P E G .  Today. parts of P E G  are 
alrcady available in sohare-only packages. or in packages 
including specific hardware support. It should be taken into 
wnsideration that in most cases only the very basic JPEG 
algorithms with a limited spatiai resolution are supported by 
t h s c  pmducrs. 

In addition to the requirements described in the recpec- 
tive sxiion of this Paper, this standard hilfills the following 
quirements  in o d e r  to guarantee a further disüibution and 
applicarion of P E G  (Wallace 1991). 

- Ihe JPEG implementation should be independent of image 
sim. 

- It should be applicable to any irnage and pixel aspect ratio. 
- The colorrepresentation itself should be independent of the 

Special implementation. 
- The image content may be of any cornplexity and with any 

statistical characteristics. 
- It should be (or be near) the state of the art regarding the 

mrnpression factor and the image quality achieved. 
- The processing complexity must perrnit a software solution 

to run on as many as possiblc available standard proces- 
sors. Additionally. the use of specialized hardware should 
substantially enhance the quality. 

- Sequentiai decoding (line by line) and progressive decoding 
(refining the whole image) should be possible. A lossless, 
hierarchical coding of the same image with different m l u -  
tions similar to the photo CD images should be suppoaed. 

Theusercan selectthequalityofthereprodueedimage.the 
wmpression pmcesing time, and the sizc of the wmpressed 
image by an individual choice of the appropriate parameters. 

Applications do not have to include both an cncoder and 
a decoder. In many applications only one of them is needed. 
The encoded data strram has a fixed intercharige fonnat that 
includes the encoded image data as well as the chosen param- 
eters and the tables of the coding prooess. if the wmprcjsion 
and decompnssion processes agree on a common set of, e.g.. 
coding iables to be used, then h y  n e d  not be included in the 
data seeam. if t hac  is this wmmon wntcxt Wwxn d n g  
and decodig. the interchange f m a t  can have an abbrevinted 
formt.  lhis fomat  does not guarantee inclusion of the neces- 
sary tables; however, some may be provided [see Appendix B 
of ( P E G  1993)l. n i e  interchange format in the regular mode 
(i.e., the nonabbreviated fonnat) includes all of the infonna- 
tion necessary for decoding without any previous knowledge 
of the coding process. 

Figure 3 ouiiines the steps of t hePEG compression for the 
overall scheme shown in Fig. 1. Four different combinations 
can be determined that lead to 4 mades. Each mode includes 
further Mnations in itself: 
- The [ossysequenrial DCT bared made (bawline process) 

must be supported by every JF'EG implementation. 
- The expanded bssy  DCT bosed made provides a set of hir- 

ther enhancements to the baseline mode. 
- The lossIess mode has a low compression ratio that allows 

perfect reconstruction of the original image. 
- The hierarchical made comprises images of different rem- 

lutions and selects its algorithms from these three modes. 
According toFig. 3 the barelineprocess comprises the fol- 

lowing techniques: Block, MCU, FDCT, runlength, and Huff- 
man. which are explained in more debil in this section as are 
thc other modes. In the next section the imßge preparation 
for all modes is presented; later the remaining steps. imagc 
processing, quantization, and entropy encoding are described. 





Eig.3. Sleps of lhe JPEG compression process laking in10 accounl 
lhe differenl lPEG modes 

5.1 lmage preparation 

Fwthe 6 n t  step of imagepreparationas shown inFig. 3.JPEG 
intmduces avery general image model. In this modelit ispossi- 
ble to describe most of the well-known twdimensional image 
representations. For instance, the mcdel is not b a d  on lhree 

. image components with 9-bit YW coding and a fixed num- 
bcr of lines and columns. Mapping of enccded c h p n b m c e  
values is not coded either. Ws  fulfills the demanded indepen- 
dence of image pamneters. like image size. image and pixel 
aspect ratio. 

A swcz image consisis of at least one and at most of 
255 components or planes, as s h o m  on the left side of Fig.4. 
Each component Ci may have a different number of puels  in 
the horizontal (Xi) and venical (Y,) axis. Note that the index 
denotes the number of the component or plane. These com- 
ponents may be assigned to the thRe colors RGB (red. green. 
blue). YiQ (Y denotes the luminance compcnent; the chromi- 
nance is amplitu&moduialed onio the color subcarria al hvo 
phases: I f m  in-phase a t  0 dem and Q f m  quadrature at  90 
degress) a YW signals. fcm example. 
Figure. 5 shows h e e  componenis of an image. each with 

the same resolution. each having a rectangular array Ci of 
Xi X Yi pixels. The three Xi values and all three Yi values are 
the same. 

The ~ s o l u t i o n  of the individual wmponenis may be dif- 
ferenL Figure 6 shows an examplc of an image with half of the 
number of wlumns (i.e.. half number of horizontal samples) 
in the s s o n d  and t h i  plane compared to the first component: 
Y,  = Y1 = Ys. and XI = 2x2 = 2 x 3 .  

A gray-scale image will, in most c m .  wnsist of a single 
component. An RGB c o l a  representation has three compo- 
nenis with q u a 1  resolution (same number of lines YI  = Y2 = 
Y,, and Same number of columns XI = X1 = X3). An exam- 
ple of YUV color images is used by DVI. with subsampling 
of the chrominance componenls. For JPEG image processing 
in DVI there are three components with Y1 = 4Yl  = 4Y3 and 
XI = 4 x 2  = 4x3.  

Each pixel is represented by p bits with values in the range 
of 0 to 2p-I. All pixels of all components within the same 
imagearecoded wilh lhesamenumberofbits.The lossy modes 
oF JPEG use a precision ~f either 8 or 12 bits per pixel. The 
lossless modes are defined from 2 to 12 bitsper pixel. If a JPEG 
application wants to rnake use of any other number of bits. ihe 
application itself has to perform a suiiable lransfomation of 
t h e  image 10 t he  well defined numbers of bits in the JPEG 
siandard. 

The dimensions of a compressed irnage are defined by new 
v u l u c ~  X (illaximurn of all X,), Y (mnximurn of i I I  Y:). Hi and 

Eig.4. Digitai uncompressed still image with lhe ddnition of Uie 
respaive image componwts according W rbe JPEG standard 
Rg.5. Eaample of PEG image preparation wilh thne componenu 
hanng the Same rcu>lution 
F i 6 .  Eaample of JPEG image preparation wilh thne componen& 
having different rcu>lutions 
Fig.7. Non-interleaved order of data uni&. lhe processing of one 
component according to the JPEG srandard 
Fig.8. lnterleaved data uni&. an example wilh 4 components as de- 
rived from the JPEG slandard 

V,. Hi  and Vi are chc rclativc horizontal and vertical sampling 
ratios specified for eachcomponent i. Hi and Vi must be integer 
values in h e  range between I and 4. This awkward looking 
definition is needed for an interleaving of the componcnis ihat 
is described later. 

Consider the following example as shown in (JPEG 1993). 
A picture is given with the maximum horizontal and vertical 
resolution of 512 pixels and three components (X = 512 and 
Y = 5 12). The l'ollowing sampling factors are given: 



level0 : Ho = 4 , V. = I 

level 1 :H1 = 2 ,  V1 = 2  
level2 : H2 = 1 , V? = l 

l e v e l 0 : & = 5 1 2 ,  Y0=256 

level 1 : X I  = 2 5 6 ,  Y, =512 

levcl2 : X1 = 128 , Y2 = 256 

because with the ceiling function Xi and Yi are calculated 
according to the following fomula: 

X , =  x x -  I 21 
Yi= Yx-  I 21 
For the use of compression the image is divided in data units. 
The lossless mcde uses one pixel as one data unit. The lossy 
modeuwr. blocksof 8 X 8 pixels. Thisdefinitionof data uni& is 
a rcuilt of the JXX that always ~ f o t m s  wnnected blocks. 

in most cases the &M units are processed wmponent by 
wmporvnt. and pasd,  according to Fig. 3. in this generated 
OKICI, to the image praessing step for funha procasing. As 
s h m  in Fig. 7. for oßc wmponent. the orda of p roce~ing  
tbchuoits is I&-to-nghtand topto-botfom. OIE component 
a i ia  the otha; this is known as ~ninrerkaved daia ordering. 
Using this nonintdcaved mcde for a RGB e d e d  image 
with vay high rsolution. the display would initially present 
only the rod compo- thai  in tum the blue and green would 
be drawn. wulting in the original image colorn k i n g  recon- 
slructcd. Therefore due 10 the finite processing speed of the 
JF'Eü decdex it is often more suiiable to interleave the data 
uni& as shown in Fig. 8. 

Interleaved daia uni& of different components are com- 
b i n d  Uito minimum coded units (MCUs). If all the compo- 
n a i b  havc the same resolution (X ,  X Yi). then ~ M C U  consists 
of exaetly one data unit of each component The decoder dis- 
plays tk image MCU by MCU; this allows a wrrect color 
presentation. even for partly decoded images. In the case of 
different resolutions for the single components the construc- 
tion of the MCUs becomes more complex (Fig. 8). For each 
component the regions of the data units (if necessary, with dif- 
ferent numbm of data units) aredetermined. Each component 
consists of the same number of regions, for example, Fig. 8 
shows six regions for each component. An MCU consists of 
exactly one region in each component. Again the daia units 
within one region are ordered left-to-right and topto-bottom. 

Figure 8 shows an example with four components; the val- 
ues of Hi and Vj for each component are provided in the figure. 
The firstcomponent has the highest resolution in both dimen- 
sions. and thefourth component has the lowest resolution. The 

arrows indicate Ihe sampling direction of the data units of each 
coinponeni. TheMCUs are built in tlie following order: 

MCUi = d&dA, diodil  d&d& d&d;,d& , 

MCU2 = 4 2  dA3 dl2 d13 4, d&d& d:, 4, , 
MCU2 = d& dA, df, dis d& d&d& d:, di2 , 
MCU. = dhd:, d;,d:, d:, d : l d ~ o d ~ o d ~ ,  

The data units of the First component are 

Cs, :d&...d:, 

The data units of the second mmponent are 

The data uni& of the third component arc 

The data uni& of the fourth wmponent are 

According to IPEG. up to four components can k enccded 
using the interleaved mcde. Each MCU consists of at most 10 
data units. and within an image some wmponents can k en- 
coded in the interleaved mcde and others in the noninterleaved 
mcde. 

After image prcparation. the ~~ image s amp l s  are 
gtouped into data units of 8 X 8 pixels and passcd to the en- 
d e r ;  the order of these data units is dcfined by the MCUs. 
In this baseiiie mcde. single samples are encoded using p = 8 
bits. Each pixel is an integer in the range of 0 to 255. 

The firnt sIep of the imagepmcessing in the baseline mcde 
(baseline p r w s )  as shown in Fig.9 is a JXX (Ahmed et 
al. 1974; Narasinka and Peterson 1978). The pixel va lu s  are 
shifted into the range -128-1 27 with zeroas the center. These 
data units with 8 X 8 shifted pixel values are defined by S,, 
where X and y are in the range of 0-7. Then each of these 
values is transfomed by the f o m d  DCT 0: 

1 
7 7 

s, = - C.C, C C s y .  cos 
(2x + 1)un (2y + I)vn 

16 
COS 

X* Y* 
16 

I 
where G ,  C - - for U, V = 0 else C., C, = 1 

"-d5 

Altogether this iransfom must be carried out 64 times 
per data unit. The result is 64 coefficients Sv.. The DCi' is 
similar to the discrete Fourier transfom (DR); it maps the 
values from the time 10 the frequency domain. therefore each 
coefficient can be regarded as a two-dimensional frequency. 

The coefficient Sm corresponds to the lowest frequency 
in both dimensions. It is known as the DC coefficient. which 
determines the fundamental color of the data unit of 64 pix- 
els. The DC coefficient is the DCT coefficient for which the 



(1991). Suhiro and Hatori (1986). Vetierli (1985). and Vetterli 
and Nussbaumer (1985). 

For reconstructing the image, the decoder uses the inverse 
DCT (IDCT). The coefficients S, must be used for the calcu- 
lation: 

Kb.9. Sfeps of ihc l o y  uqmtial  MX-based d n g  modc 
Fig. 10. Reparation of MX DCzafficiuits for uiuopy cnmding. 
d d a t i m  of the differcna b u w m  mighboring valucs 
Rb. 11. Prcparation of the MX ACsoeiiicicnu Tor entropy wnod- 
ing: Oder wilh i n a i n g  frequencies 
Fis 12. Scquential piciurc presentation used. e.g.. in lhe lossy DCT- 
based mode 

frequency is Zero in both dimensions. The other coefficients 
are called AC coefficients. The AC cafficients are alI DCT 
coeßicients for which the frequency in one or both dimensions 
is not m. For instance. S70 represents the highest frcquency 
that occurs in the horizontal direction, which is the closest s e p  
aration of vertical lines that is possible in the 8 X 8 data unit. 
Sol represents the highest frequency in the vertical dimension, 
i.e.. the closest separation of horizontal lines. STI indicates the 
highest frequency appearing equally in both dimensions. 'ile 
absolute value of Sn is greatest if lbe sourcc 8 X 8 data unit 
consists of a full mairix. i.e., with as many 1 X 1 componenu as 
possible. One or both dimensions arc not zem. Accordingly. 
for example, S e  will be greatest i f  tbe block consists of 16 
Squares of 4 X 4 pixels. Taking a closer look at the fonnula, 
we recognize that the cosine expressions only depend upon x 
and U, y and V rcspectively; bui ihey do not depend upon s,.. 
Therefore these cosine expressions represent constants that do 
not have to be calculated over and over again. There ate many 
elfective techniques and implemeniations of the DCT. Impor- 
tani contributions can be found in Duhamel and Guillemot 
(1990). Feig (1990). Hou (1988). Lee (1984). Linzer and Feig 

1 
1 0  

C C CuCvS, 
(2x + 1)un (2y + 1)vn 

S . ~  = 4 16 
cos 

16 

If the m. as well as the m. could bc calculated witb 
full precision. it would be possible to reproduce the 64 source 
pixels exactly. From a theoreticalpoint of view the DCT waild 
be lossless in this case. In practice the prccision is restricted, 
and ihe DCT is lossy: howcnr. ihe thc standani Qes not 
define any pncision. This is ihe ~ason why two different imi 
plementations of a JPEG dccoder could gcneme diiennt im- ' 
ages as output of the Same compressed image. IPEG mcrely 
defines the maximum tolerante. 

Most of the areas of a typical image consist of large re- 
gions of a single wlor which. after applying the DCT. are 
represented by many cocfficienn with vny low values. n i e  
dges. however. arc uansformed into coefiicients that repre- 
sent high frequencies. images of average wmplWty consist of 
many AC coefficients wich a value of almost zcro. Thcrefore 
mmpy e d n g  is d in & to =hieve a eomidaable 
daia reduetion. 

Following the steps of Fig. 3 all the DCT coefficients are 
qVMIUcd. This is a lossy trmsfomi. For this step. the JPEG 
application provides a table with 64 entrim. Each enby U used 
for the quantization of one of the 64 DCTcoefficients. Themby 
each of the 64 coefficients can be adjusted separately. The 
application has  the ability to afFe~t the relative significance 
of the different coefficients and specific hequencies can be 
given more imponance than others. These coefiicients should 
be determined in relation to the characteristics of the source 
'mages. 'ihepossible compmsion is influenced ai the expense 
of the achievable irnage quality. 

Each table enby is an 8-bit integer value Q,. 'ihe quanti- 
zation is defined by: 

The quantization becomes less accurate the larger the ui- 
ble entries are. The dequanrization at the decoder before the 
application of the IDCT is defined as: 

Quantization and dequantization must use the same tables. 
Nodefault values for quantization tables arespecified in IPEG; 
applications may specify values thatcustomize thedesired pic- 
ture quality according to the particular image characteristics. 

At the initial step of eniropy encoding. the quantized DC 
coefficients are ueated separately lrom thequantized ACcoel- 
ficients. Theorder of processing ofihe whole seiofcoemcients 
is given by the zigzag sequence as shown in Fig. I I. 



- The DC coefficienfs determine the basic color of the data 
units. Between adjacent da& uni& the variation of color is 
fairly small. Therefore a M3 coefficient is encoded as the 
differente beiween ihe curreni DC coefficieni and the pre- 
vious one. Only ihe differentes are processed subscquenily 
(Fig. 10). 

- The o d e r  of DCT praiessing of AC coeficienrs using ihe 
zigzag sequence illustraies thai coefficients with lower fre- 
quencies (typically with higher values) are encoded first. 
followed by the encoding of higher frequencies (with typi- 
cally small. almost Zero. values). The result is an extended 
sequence of similar daia bytes permining very efficient en- 
tmpy encoding. Note that the m o w  between the DC wef-  
ficient and the first AC coefficient just denotes that this DC 
value has the lowest frequency. 
WEG spsifies Huffman and arithmetic encoding as en- 

impy enmding methods. For the lossy sequuitial KT-based 
m& discusicd in this xc t ion only the encoding 
may be  used. in both mcthods a nin luigth encoding of zao 
valucr of the quantizcd AC coeßicients is applicd firsr Addi- 
t i od ly .  n o m  AC coefficients as well as the DCcoefficients 
are transformcd into a spechai representation in order to com- 
press the daia even more: the number of bits q u i r e d  depends 
on the value of the repwentation. A nonzem AC coeßicient 
is berrpresented by I to 10 bits. For the representation of the 
D C  d c i e n t s .  a higher resolution of I bit io a maxirnum of 
I I bits is u s d  The result is a representation according to the 
ISO intenndiafe symbol scquence format that specifies the 
foUomng i n f d o n :  
- Tbe n u m k  of subsequent coefficiuits with the h e u e  zao 
- Tbe n u m b a  of bits used for the qmsentatiiori of the mef- 

6cient that follows 
- The h e u e  of the coefficient represented in the specificd 

n u m k  of bits 
nie major advantage of the Huffman encoding over arith- 

metic d i n g  is the frre implemeniation. because it is not pro- 
rected by any patent. 

Disadvantagmus is the fact that the application must pro- 
vide d n g  tables. since WEG does not predefine any of 
them. Xis baseline mode allows the use of different Huffman 
tables for AC and DC coeßicients. 

in the case of the described sequential encoding. the whole 
image is coded and decoded in a single Nn. Figure 12 shows an 
example of decoding with immediate presentation; the picNre 
is presented from topto-bottom. 

5.3 Expanded lossy DCT based mode 

Image prepraiessing in this mode differs from the previously 
described mode in terms of the number of bits per sample. A 
sample precision of  12 biis per sample as well as 8 bits per 
sample can be used. The image processing is DCT based and 
follows analogous mles io the baseline DCT mode. 

With the expanded lossy DCT based mode, JPEG defines 
Progressive encoding in addition to sequential encoding. In the 
f i r ~ t  N n  a very rough represeniation of ihe image appears thai 

Fig. 13. Progressive piuure preseniation used, e.g., in ihe expanded 
lossy LKT based mode 

TableZ. npes  of image proccssing in theextended lossy D C i  bawd 
mode 

Image display Bits per sample 

Sequeniial 8 
Sequeniial 8 
Sequential 12 
Scqucntial 12 
Pmgmsivc sucassive 8 
Pmgmsivc spcctd 8 
Pmgmsivc sucassive 8 
Pmgmsive spcctd 8 
Pmpssive successive 12 
Pmpssive spectral I2 
Pmpssive successive I2 
Pm@%ive spechal 12 

Entmpy d i n g  

Huffman coding 
Arithmetic coding 
Huffman mding 
ArithrnUic coding 
Huffman mding 
Huffman coding 
Arithmclic d n g  
Arithmuic d n g  
Huffman mding 
Huffman coding 
Arithmefic d i n g  
ArithmUic mding 

l w k s  out of faius and that is refincd during s w c e d i n g  steps. 
A schematic examole is shown in Ee. 13. 

R o p i v e  image representation is achieved by an expan- 
sion ofquanthfion llk is also hown as LryrrrdcodUig. For 
this exp-mion a buffer is added at the outp; of the q u i t i z e r  
h a t  temporarily s t o w  all coefficimts of the q u a n t k d  KT. 
Rogressiveness is achieved in two different ways: 
- By using spccrral sckction. In the first run oniy the quan- 

tized DCT coefficients of low frequencies of each data unit 
are passed to the enuopy encoding. In the succeading runs 
rhe coefficients of higher frequencies are p r w s e d .  

- Successive approximation transfers all of the quantizcd co- 
efficients in each run. but single bits are differentiated ac- 
cording to their significance. The most significant bits are 
encoded first and then the less significant bits. 

Besides Huffman encoding. arithmetic enuopy enwdi ig  
can be used in this mode. The arithmetic encoding r e q u k s  
no iables for the application as it is automatically adapted 
to the statistical characteristics of an image. Several publica- 
tions state that the compression achieved by arithmetic coding 
is sometimes between 5% and 10% kner than by Huffman 
encoding. Oiher auihors assume a similar compression rate. 
Arithmetic coding is slightly rnore complex and its protec- 
tion by paients must be considered [see Appendix L of JPEG 
(1993)). 

Four coding tables for the transformation of DC and AC 
coefficients can be defined by the JPEG application. In a sim- 
pler modea choice ofonly two Huffman tables each for the DC 
and AC coefficients o i  one image is allowed. For this reason 
twelve alternative types of processing can be used in ihis modc 



14. Losrlur m& which is based on a prediction 
Elg. U. RUnple of ihc prcdiction in the lorrlcss mode 

'ihble3. PFcdidors for losrless coding 

Selection value Prcdiction 

0 No pndiction 
I X = A  
2 X = B  
3 X = C  
4 A + B - C  
5 X=A+(B-C) /2  
6 X = B + ( A - 0 1 2  
7 X = i A  + B)/2 

Fable 2). The most commonly used is the sequential display 
mode with 8 bits per sample and the Huffman encoding. 

5.4 Lossless mode 

The lossless mode shown in Fig. 14 uses data units of Single 
pixels for imageprepmrion. Any precision between 2 and 16 
bits pa pixel can k used. 

In this mode the image processing and quantization use 
a fnuiictive technique instead of a transfomation encoding 
technique. As shown in Fig. 15. for each pixel X one of eight 
possible predicton is selsted. The selection criterion is the 
b s t  possible prediction of the value of X from the already 
known adjacent samples A, B. and C. W e  specified predictors 
arelisted inTable3.Wenumberofthechosenpredictoras well 
as the differente of the prediction to the actual value are passed 
to the subsequententropy encoding. Entropy encoding can use 
either the Huffman or the arithmetic encoding technique. 

In summary. this mode allows one to choose from eight 
different modes of processing each using between two and 
sixteen bits per pixel. Each of the variations can be combined 
with either Huffman or arilhmetic encoding. 

5.5 Hierorchical mode 

The hierarchical mode uses eiiher any of the lossy DCT 
based algorithms alrcady dcscribed or. altcrnaiively. the loss- 
less cornpression techniquc. Thc main fcature of this mode 

is the encoding of an image at different resolutions, i.e.. the 
encoded data contains images at several resolutions. The pre- 
pared image is initially sampled at a lower resolution (reduced 
by the factor 2'). Subsequently the resolution is enhanced by 
a factor of 2 verlically and horizontally. This compressed im- 
age is then subtracted from the previous result. W e  process is 
repeated until the full resolution of the irnage is encoded. 

Hierarchical encoding requiw considerably more Storage 
capacity, but theencoded imageisimmediately availableaidif- 
ferent resolutions. Werefore applications working with lowm 
resolutions do not have to decode the whole image and subse- 
quently apply image processing algorirlims 10 red- the reso- 
lution. Scaling becomes cheap. In the author's experience with 
scaled images in the context of DVI. any scaling perfonned 
by the application consumes considmble time. It takes aCPU 
less time to display an image with full rcsolution than to pro- 
cess ascaleddom imageand display it with areduced number 
of pixels. Image coding based on the JPEG hicrarchical mode 
causes the display of a reduced-size picture to consume less 
processing power than at any higher resolution. 

The driving force behind the H.261 (px64) videa c d m g  stan- 
dard is ISDN. W e  two B channels of an ISDN w n n d o n  
(orpsaofhem)uuikuredio~mviQoinsddi t ion io  
audio data. This implies that both urers that arc cona&ted 
via the B channel must use the Same codec for video signals. 
Note that "codec" means coder and decoder, i.e.. encoding arid 
decoding. compression and decornpression. In the casc of an 
ISDN connection. exactly Wo B channels and one D chan- 
nel are available at the user interface. The Eumpcan ISDN 
hierarchy allows a connection with, e.g.. 30 B channels that 
were originally intended for the private automatic branch u- 
change (F'ABX). Here, we use "B channels" io mean one or 
more ISDN channels. The prime LSDN applications consid- 
ered were videophone and video confcrencing Systems. For 
t h ~ e  dialogue applications coding and decoding rnust k car- 
ried out in real time. In 1984 study group XV of the CCilT 
established a cornrnittee that worked on this standard for the 
cornpression of rnoving pictures (Liou 1991). 

Fint, a compmsed data stream with a data rate of m X 

384 kbitsls at rn = 1.2, . . . ,5  was forsecn. later a demand for 
standardizalion with n X 64 kbitds at n = 1,2, . . . ,5  arose. 
Due to advances in video coding technology and the neces- 
sary suppofl of narrow band ISDN, a decision in favor of 
video cornpression with a data rate of p X 64kbitsJs at p = 
1, 2. . . .. 30 was taken. Five years later the CCIlT Recom- 
mendation H.261 "Video Codec for Audiovisual Services al 
px  64 kbitds" (CC17T 1990) was finalized in December 1990. 
This recommendation is also known as pr64, because of the 
compressed data rate of p X 64 kbitsls. Norlh America adopted 
ihe recommendation in a slightly modified way. 

TheCCIlTrecommendation H.261 was developed for the 
real-time process of encoding and decoding. W e  maximum 
signal delay of both compression and decompression must 



not exced  150ms. If the cnd-to-end delay is too long. an 
application using this technology will be affectcd considerably. 

6.1 Image preparafiori 

Unlike JPEG. H.261 defines a very precise image format. nie 
image refresh frequency at the input must be 29.97 framesls. 
During encoding it is possible to generare a compressed im- 
age sequence with a lower frame rate of 10 or 15 still im- 
a g d s .  Only noninterleaved images are allowed at the input of 
the d e r .  The image is encoded as luminance signal (Y) and 
chrominance differente Signals Cb. Cr according to the CCIR 
601 ~bsamp l ing  scheme (2:I: 1). Laler this was also adopted 
by MPEG. 

W o  resolution formats each with an aspect ratio of 4:3 are 
specified. the socalled common intmediate  f o m t  (CF)  
&fines a luminance component of 288 lines. each with 352 
pixcls. 'Ihe chmminance components have a molution with 
a-rate of 144 lincc and 176 pixels per line to fulfil the 2: I : I 
requiremcnt. Quarter CF (QUF) has exactly half the C F  rs- 
olution. i.e., 176 X 144 pixels for the luminancc and 88 X 72 
pixcls for the other components. All H.261 implementations 
must bc able to uicode and decode QCIF; CIF is optional. 

The nacessary compression ratio for images with the low 
rcsolution of Q C F  (detennined by the bandwidth of an ISDN 
B channel) is illustrated by means of the following example. 
The uncompressed QCF is composed of a data stream with 
29.97 framesls with adatarateof about 9.1 15 Mbitsk; forCff 
(with the Same number of imagesls) an uncompreswd data 
rate of about 36.45MbiWs is p d u c e d .  The image should 
bc rcduccd to  a inunc raie of I0  pictures/s. lbi lcads to a 
mm@on ralio of about 1:475, which can bc suppoaed 
with today's tshnology. Using a CIF format with the Same 
compression ratio. areduction to spproximateIy the bandwidth 
of 6 ISDN B channels is possible. 

In H.261 data units of the size of 8 X 8 pixels are used 
for the representation of the Y as well as of the G, and C, 
components. A macro block is the result of combining four 
b locb  of the Y mahix each with one block of the Cb and 
the C, component. A group of blocks is defined as 33 macro 
blocks. Therefore a Q C F  image consists of three groups of 
bloch. and a C F  image comprims twelve gmups of blocks. 

- - 
'Ihe H.261 standard ums two different ways of coding: in- 
irqmme and Uuerfmme. In the case of intrahme coding no 
advantage is taken from the redundancy between frames. This 
coding technique corresponds to the 1 frame coding of MPEG 
(Sect. 7.1). For interframe coding. information from previous 
or subsequent frames is used; this corresponds to the P frame 
encoding of MPEG (Sect. 7.1). The siandard does not provide 
any criteria for the choice of mode. Thedecision must bemade 
durine the codine Drocess. It deoends on the suecific im~le-  

quantization of Ihe DC coefficients divers from the quantiza- 
tion of the AC coefficients. The next step is io apply entropy 
encoding 10 the AC and DC parameters, resuliing in a variable 
lcngth encoded word. Irire~frarrie coding is based on a predic- 
tion for each macro block of an image. This is determined by 
a "comparison" of macro blocks from previous images with 
the current image. ?iie motion vector is defined by the rela- 
tive position of the previous macro block with respect to the 
current macro block. Nole that according to H.261, the coder 
n e d  not be able to determine a motion vcctor. Therefore a 
simple H.261 implementarion considers only the diffwences 
between macro blocks located at the same position of consec- 
utive images. In such cases the motion vector is always a zero 
vector. 

Subscquently the motion vector and the DPCM coded 
macro block are prrrcssed. The DPCM coded macro block 
is transformed by a DCT if and only if its value e x c d  a cer- 
tain threshold. If the d i f f ~ n c e  is lcss than this threshold, the 
comsponding macro b l a k  is not encoded any W e r .  only 
the relevant motion vector is pmxsd. The components of the 
motion vector are entropy en& with a variable lengthccd- 
ing System that is losslcss. AU of the aansfonned coefficients 
are quantized linearly and variable length encoded. 

Additionally. an optical low-pass filtercan operatebchveen 
the DCT and entropy e d i n g  process. Thii filter deletes any 
remaining high-frequency noise. Note that such a f i lm is o p  
tional, and few implementations auually incorporate i t  

Ebr H.261 the quantization is a l i m  function and the step 
size is &pendent on the amount ofdata in the n a n s f m  buffer. 
'Ibis mechanism enfotus a coostant data rate at the output of 
the d e r .  Therefon thc quaüty of tbc enaded vidao data 
depends on the contents of individual images as well as on the 
motion within the respective video scene. 

6.3 Dafa sfream 

According to H.261. a data stream has a hierarchical structure 
composed of several layers. the bottom layer containing the 
compressed picture. H.261 has the following characteristics; 
for funher detaik see C m  (1990): 
- The data sueam of an image includes infomation for m o r  

comt ion .  
- For each image a S-bit image number is used as a temporal 

reference. 
If a certain command is passed iiom the application to the 
decoder. the image displayed last is "frozen" as a still im- 
age. This allows the application at the decoding Station to 
stoplfreeze and stadplay a video scene without any addi- 
tional effort. 
Using further commands sent by the encoder (and not by 
the application). it is also possible to switch between still 
image node and moving image mode. Alternatively a time- 
out signal can also be used instead of this explicit command. - .  

mentation. H.261 was designed for conferencing Systems and video tele- 
Similarly to JPEG. for intraframe encoding. each block of phony. Most of today's implementations can be found in this 

8 x 8 pixels is transformed in10 64coefficicnts by a DCT. The s c o ~ .  



7 MPEG 

MPEG has been developed by ISOnEC JTCIISC 291WG11. 
I1 Covers molion video as well as audio coding according tr 
the ISOnEC standardization prwess. Considering the state of 
the art in the digital mass storage of CD technology, MPEG is 
stnving for a compression of the data stream to a rate of about 
1.2Mbits/s. which is today's typical CDROM data bansfer 
rate. MPEG can deliver a data rate of 1,856,000 bit/s at most, 
which "should" not be e x d e d  (MPEG 1993a). Audio data 
leads to a rate between 32 and 448 kbitsls; this data rate en- 
ables video and audio compression of acceptable quality. In 
1993 MPEG was issued as an IS (MPEG 1993a). In 1993 the 
hrst commercially available MPEG producis appeared on the . marke4. 

MPEG cxplicitly wnsiders the activities of other standard- 
ization organizations: 
- JPEG: a vidco sequence can be regarded as a sequence of 

still images. Furthennore, the JPEG development was al- 
ways ahead of the MPEG standardization. Therefore MPEG 
activities make use of JPEG. 

- H.261: As the H.26 I standard was already available during 
the wo& on WEG.  the working group sUived for compati- 
bility (at least in some areas) with this standard. Implemen- 
tations thaf are capablc of H.261 as well as of MPEG may 
arisc. howcva MPEG is the m a e  advanccd technique. 
MPEO is suitablc fot bolh symmaic and asymmetric 

compmsion. Asymmctric wmpression requins m m  &Ort 
forcoding than fordecodllig. Compression is carried out once. 
whercm the Same data are dsomprcved many times. A typ  
ical application area is that of retrieval systems. Symmetrie 
compnssion is known to q u i r e  a similir effort for com- 
pression and decompsion.  Interactivc dialogue applications 
make use of this encoding technique where a reshicted end- 
@end delay is qu i r ed .  

Besides the spccification of video (Le Gall 1991; Visc- 
ito and Gonzaies 1991) and audio coding. theMPEG standard 
provides a ~ysremdefvu'tion. l'hiu definition describes the wm- 
bination of several individual data sircams. 

7.1 V i e o  encoding 

In contrast to JPEG. but like H.261, the image preparation 
phase of MPEG. according to our reference scheme shown 
in Fig. 1. defines the format of an image exactiy. Each image 
consists of three componenis (similar to ihe Y W  format); the 
luminance component has twice as many samples in the hori- 
zontal and venical axes as the other two components. niis is 
known as color subsampling. The resolution of the luminance 
component should not exceed 768 X 576 pixels; for each com- 
ponent a pixel is coded with 8 biis. 

The MPEG data stream includes more information than 
a daia strearn compressed according to the JPEG standard; 
Sor exarnple, the aspect ratio of a pixel is included. MPEG 
provides 14 different image aspect ratios for a pixel. 'lhe rnost 
impartant are: 

- A square pixel(1: I) is suitable for most Computer graphics 
systems. 

- With 702 X 575 pixels an aspect ratio of 4:3 is defined. 
- With 71 1 X 487 pixels an aspect ratio of 4:3 is defined. 
- For an image with 625 lines an aspect ratio of 16:9 isdefined. 

This is the ratio required for HDTV. 
- Foran image with52.5 linesan aspectratioof 16:9 isdefined. 

This is the ratio required for HDTV. 

The image rcfresh frequency is also enwdcd in the data 
stream. Eight fiequencies were defined: 23.976% 24Hz. 
25 Hz, 29.97 Hz. 30 Hz. 50 Hz. 59.94 Hz. and 60Hz. 

A temporal prediction of still images lcads to a consid- 
erable compression ratio. Moving images often contain non- 
banslational moving pattans. such as rotations or waw at 
the seaside. Arear in an image with lhac irregular paüans of 
strong motion can only be d u c c d  by a ratio similar to that of 
i n h a b  enwding. The ucc of tcmpomi prcdictors requirs 
the storage of a great amount of infonnatiw and image data. 
There is a need to balancc this required storage capacity and 
the achievable compression rate. In most CS this predtctive 
encoding only makes sense for pairs of an image and not for 
the whole image. T h f o r e  each image is divided into arcas 
called macro blocks. Each macro blwk iiself is partitioned 
into 16 X 16 pixels for the luminance component and 8 X 8 
pixels for each of the Wo chrominancc componrnfs. l k s e  
nim out to be vcry suitable f a  a wmpnssion baced m mo- 
tion dmat ion .  This is a mmpromise of mrts f a  pulidion 
and the resulting data Rduction. A msno blockconsists of six 
blocks of 8 X 8 pixels each. four lurninance blech and iwo 
chrominance blocks. 

Due to the required framerate, each image must behiilt up 
within a maximum of 41.7 ms. From the uscr's perspcctim. a 
progressive image display has no advantages over a sequcntial 
display. The User has no need. and it is not possible. to define 
minimum coded uni& (MCUs) in MPEG (in wntrast toJPEG). 

MPEG distinguishes four types of coding of an image for 
pmcessing according to Fig. 3. The rursom behind this arc the 
coneadictory demands for an efficient ccding scheme and fast 
random access. To achieve a high mmpression ratio, temporal 
redundancies of subsequent pictures must be exploited (inter- 
frame). whereas the demand for fast random aczess q u i r e s  
intraframe coding. The following typs  of images are distin- 
guished ("image" is used as a synonym for "still images" or 
"frarne"): 
- I frames (inira coded images) are self-contained. i.e., coded 

without any reference to other images; an I frame is trcated 
as a still image. MPEG makes use of JPEG for I fiames; 
however. conuary to JPEG. the compression must often be 
executed in real time. n i e  compression rate of I frames is 
ihe lowest within MPEG. I frames are points for random 
access in MPEG streams. 

- P frames (prediclively coded frames) require information of 
ihe previous 1 andlor P frarnes for encoding and decoding. 
i.e., the data of Lhe last I frarne as well as from all P frames 
(hat were in between. The aehievable compression ratio of 
P frnrnes is considerably higher than ihe ratio Sor I frarnes 



only. A P frame can be accessed afier the decoding of the 
previous I frameand all other P frames betwecn che previous 
I frame and the current P frarne to be accessed. 

' - B frames (bidirectionally predictively coded frames) requice 
information from the previous and following I andlor P 
frames for encoding and decoding. The highest compres- 
sion ratio is attained by using these frames. A B frame is 
defined as the difference of a prediction of the past image 
and the following P or I hame. B hames can never be di- 
w t l y  efcssed in a random fashion. 

- DfrMus (DC coded *es) are inh-aframe encoded. ihey 
an be used for fast fonvard or rcwind mode. 'Ihe DC pa- 
rametcrs are DCTcoded; the AC coefficients are neglected. 

Figurc 16 shows a sequence of I. P and B frames. Ar an 
exarnple. thepdict ion for the first P f m e s  and a bidirational 
prediction for a B frame is shown. Notethat due to the use of B 
fmmcs, the w d a  of the images in an MPEG coded data stream 
o b  differs hom the actual decoding order. A P hame to be 
dispiayedafterarelatedB f ramemustbededed  fint bxause 
i n  data is requirad for thc decompression of the B frame. 'Ihis 
fact inüuduces an additional end-twnd delay. 

The regularity of a sequence of I. P and B h e s  is deter- 
Mned by the MPEG application. For fast random w a s ,  the 
best resolution would be achieved by coding the whole data 
stnam as I hames. On the other hand. the highest dem of 
comprssion is attained by using as many B framesas possible. 
For p&cai applications Ihe following sequence has proved 
useful: IBBPBBPBB IBBPBBPBB . . .. In this case with 25 
imagcsls m d o m  acccss would have a rcsolution of nine still 
imigg ( i r .  abmt 360 ms). and it still prwides avery good 
compression ratio. The following consolidated dcscripiion of 
the inwgepmccssing. quantization. mdennopy eneoding dis- 
tinguishcs the different types of images. 

I frames use 8 X 8 blocks defined within a macro block. 
on which a DCT is perfonned. The DC coefficients a~ then 
DPCM coded. Dierenccs of successive blocks of one compo- 
nent are computed and hansfonned with variable length cod- 
ing. MPEG distinguishes two types of rnacro blocks. 'Ihe first 
type includes only the encoded data, and the second Covers a 
pKamcter used for scaiing by adjustment of the quantization 
C-tics. 

Fig. 16. Spes of images in MPEG: I. B, and P frames 

The coding of P frames is based on the fact thac, in succes- 
sive images. areas of these images ollen do not change at all, 
but insiead. the whole area is shifted. In ihis case 01 temporal 
redundancy, the blbckofihe last P or I frame LhaL is inost sim- 
ilar to the block under consideration is determined. Several 
methods for rnotion estiination are available 10 the encoder. 
The more processing-intensive methods tend to give bettcr 
results. There is a uade-ofl tobe made in the encoder: cornpu- 
tational power, and hence cost. versus video quality (MPEG 
1993a). Several matching criteria are available, e.g.. the dif- 
ferences of all absolute values of the luminance cornponent 
are computed. 'Ihe minimal number of the sum of all dif- 
ferences indicatcs the best matching macro block. Thereby 
MPEG does not provide a certain algorithm for motion esti- 
mation, but instead specifies the coding of the result. Only the 
motion vector (the difference between the spatial location of 
the macro blocks) and the small difference of content of these 
macro blocks are left to beencoded. n i e  search range (i.e., the 
difference b e t w n  maximum sim of the motion vector. and 
the location of the nspenive macroblock to be encoded) is not 
defined in the standard. but it is consbained by ihe definable 
motion vector range. The larger the search range. the better 
the motion estimation; however. the computation is slower. 

Like I frames. P frames consist of macro blocks with en- 
coded data only and six predictive macro blocks. 'Ihe coder 
must detamine if a macro block should be coded predictively 
or as a macro block of an I harne, and funhennore. if therc is 
a motion vector that has to be encoded. A P frame an contain 
macro blocks thai are encoded with the Same icthnique ss I 
h e s .  The coda  for specific macro blocks of P h e s  must 
considerthe d i f f m n m  of m a c ~ ~  blocks as well as the m d o n  
vcctor. 'Ihe differente of all six 8 X 8 pixel blocks of the best 
matching mam block and the macro block to be coded are 
tmnsfonned by a tw*dimensional DCT. For funher data rate 
reduction, blocks that only have DCT mfficients with all val- 
u a  being Zero are not processed further. 'Ihese are stored as 
6-bit values that an added to the encoded data stream. Subse- 
quently. the DC and the AC coefficients are encoded with the 
Same technique. Note that this differs hom JF'EG and hom the 
coding of macro blocks of I frames. In the next step anin length 
encoding and the determination of a code of variable length 
isimilar to Huffman coding) is applied. 'Ihe motion vectors of 
adjacent macro blocks often differ only slightly, so a DPCM 
encoding is used. The result is again Lransfonned with the aid 
of a table leading to a variable length encoded word. 

For the prediction of B frarnes, the previous as well as the 
following P or I frame are taken into account i h e  following 
example illustrates the advantages of a bidirectional predic- 
tion. In a video scene a ball moves frorn left to right in front of 
a static background. In the left area Parts of the irnage appear, 
that in the fonner image were covered by the ball. A prediction 
of these areas can be derived frorn the following but not from 
the previous image. A macro block may be derived from the 
previous or the next rnacro blocks of P or I frames. Apan from 
a motion vector frorn the previous to the next image, a motion 
vector in the other direction can also be used. "Interpolative" 
motion cornpensation tliat uses both rnatching macro blocks is 



allowed. In this case two motion vectors are encoded. The dif- 
ference of the macro block to be encoded and the interpolated 
macro block is determined. Further quantization and entropy 
encoding are pe-formed like P-framespecific macro blocks. 
B frames must not be stored in the decoder as a reference for 
subsequent decoding of images. 

D frames consist only of ihe lowest frequencies of an im- 
age. They only use one type of macro block. and only the 
DC coefficienu are encoded. D h e s  are used for display in 
a fast-foward or fast-rewind m d e .  This could be also real- 
ized by a suitable order of I iiarnes. For this purpose. these I 
h e s  must -ur pericdically in a daia stream. Slow-rewind 
playback requires a huge storage capacity. therefore all images 
that were combined in a group must be k c d e d  in the fonvard 

. mode and stored. Aftewards, a rewind playback is possible. 
This is known as the gmup ofpictures in MPEG. 

Concerning quantization. it shwld be mentioned that the 
AC coefficienu of B and P frames are usually large values. 
whereas those of I frames are smaller values. for which the 
MPEG quantization is adjusted. If the data rate increases over 
a certain threshold. the quantization enlarges the step size. In 
the opposite casc the step size is reduced and the quantization 
is finer. 

nie audio ccding (Fig. 17) of MPEG uses thesame sampling 
hquencics as compact d i  digital audio (CD-DA) and digital 
audio tape @AT). Apart iium these (44.1 kHz and 48 H z )  
32 kHz is availablc. all at 16 biu. 

'Ihrec different layers with different enccder and decoder 
complexity and performance an defined. An implementation 
of a higher layex must be able to decode the MPEG audio 
signais of lower layers (Musmann 1990). 

Similar to the two-dimensional DCi  for video. a trans- 
form into the frequency domain is applied for audio. Ihe F i T  
is suitable for this coding. and thc spectrum is split into 32 
noninterleaved sub-bands; for each sub-band the amplitude 
of the audio signal is calculated. Also for each subband the 
noise level is determined simultaneously with the actual FFT 
by using a "psychoacoustic mcdel". At a higher noise level 
the data are roughly quantized and at a lower noise level they 
are more finely quantized. The quantized specual portions of 
layer one and two are PCM enccded. and those of layer three 
are Huffman encoded. The audio can be coded with a single 
channel. or two independent channels. or one stereo signal. In 
the definition of MPEG here are two different stereo modes; 
two channels that are processed either independently or as 
joinr stereo. In the case of joint stereo, MPEG exploits the re- 
dundancy of both channels and achieves a higher compression 
ratio. 

Each layer defines 14 fixed bit rales for the encoded au- 
dio data stream. which in MPEG are addressed by a bit rate 
index. The minimal value is always 32kbitds. These layers 
support different maximal bit rates: Layer 1 allows for a max- 
imal bil raie oT 448 kbitsls. layer 2 for 384 kbitsls and laycr 

Fig. 17. Basic steps of audio encoding 

3 for 320 kbitsls. A k c d e r  is not requurd to support a vari- 
able bit rate at layer I and 2. In layer 3 a variable bit rate is 
specified by switching the bit raie index. For layer 2. not all 
combinaiions of bit rate and mode are ailowed. 

- 32 kbitsls. 48 kbitsls, 56 kbitsls and 8Okbitsis are only ai- 
lowed for a singlc channel. 

- 64 kbitsls. % kbitsis, 1 12 kbitsis, 128kbitsls. 160kbitsis 
and 192 kbitsls are ailowed fm  all modes. 

- 224 kbitsls. 256 kbitsls. 320 kbitsls. 384 kbitsls an allowed 
for the m d e s  "stereo". "joint staco". and 'dual channel." 

7.3 Data nream 

MPEG specifies a syniax for the i ndeaved  audio and video 
data stream. An audb &ra strem consisu of framcs. which 
are divided into audio access uniu. Each audio accas unit is 
composed of slou. At the lowest complcxity (layer 1) a slot 
consisu of four bytes. Inany otherlayeritconsisu of o m  byte. 
A frame always consisu of a fixed number of samplcs. Most 
important is the term "audio access unif" which dcscribes the 
smallest possible audio sequence of compressed daia that can 
be completely deccded. being independent of all other data. 
The audio access units of one frame lead to a playing time 
o f 8 m s a t 4 8 H z . o f 8 . 7  msat44.1 kHz.and I Z m s a t 3 2  
kHz. In the case of stereo signals. data from both channels are 
included in one frame. 

A video dara stream comprises six layers: 
I. At the highest level. the sequence layer. the data buffer- 

ing is handled. A data strcam should have low requirements 
in terms of storage capacity For this reason. at the begin- 
ning of the sequence layer there are the following two entries: 
the constant bit rate of a sequence and the storage capacity 
that is needed for decoding. In the processing scheme after 
the quantizer a video buffer verijier is inserted. The resulting 
data rate is uscd to vcriTy the  delay caused by decoding. The 



vidw buffer verifier influences the quantizer and forms a kind 
of conuol loop. Several successive sequences could have a 
varying data rate. During ihe deccding of several consecutive 
sequences. there is no direct relationshipbetween ihe end of 
one sequence and the beginning of the next. The basic pa rA-  
eters of the decoder are reset and the decoder is initialized at 
this time. 

2. The gmup of picru.es iayer is the next layer. This layer 
consists of a minimum of one I frame, which is the first frame. 
Random access to this image is always possible. At this layer 
it is possible todistinguish the order of images in adatasneam 
nnd during display. The first image of a data s- must al- 
ways be an 1 hame. Therefore the dewder decodes and stores 
thc rcfcnnce ftame first. In the display ode r  a B frame can 
occur before an I frame. 

display o d e r  
typeofframe B B I  B B P B B P B B  P 
naofframe 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  1 0 1 1  

ordcrduring decoding. i.e.. within the dam stream 

typeofhame I B B P B B P B B P  B B  
no.offrame 2 0  1 5  3 4 8 6  7 1 1 9  10 

3. The picrure iayer contains a whole picture. The tem- 
poral reference is defined by an image number. This number 
is witten undenieath the corresponding image in the above 
s h m  exnmple of W E G  1993a). Note thni daia fiel& de- 
6md in this l aya  are not y d  used in MPEG. nie dsoder  is 
not allowad to use these data fiel&, as they are designated for 
futiire utensions. 

4.ThcfoUomng iayer is thesüce iayer. Eachslicccoosisis 
of a number of macro bloch that may vary fmm one image 
to fhc ncxL AdditionaUy the DCT quantizalion of all macro 
bloch of a slicc is spefified. 

5. The fifih layer is the macm bbck h e r .  It wntains the 
sum of the feahues of each macm block as previously de- 
scribed. 

6. The lowest layer is the block h e r  already desnibed. 

MPEG defines the wmbination of data streams to a sin- 
gle data stream in the sysrem defuu'tion. The same idea was 
pursucd in DVI to define the AudioNideo Support System 
(AVSS) data fomuit I h e  most impoiiant task of ihii process 
is tbc multipluing. It includes the coordination of input data 
secams output data streams. the adjustment of clocl;s. and 
the buffer management. Therefore the data sneam defined by 
ISO 11 172 is divided into single pack. The dewder geU the 
infonnation necessary for its resource resenation h m  this 
multiplexed data siream. The maximal data rate is included in 
the fint pack at the beginning of each 1SO 11 172 dafa srream. 
The definition of this data stream makes the following implicit 
assumptions. For datastored on a secondary Storage medium it 
is possible to read such a header first (if necessaq by random 
access). In a dialogue service like telephone or vidwphone 
applications using communication networks. the User will al- 
ways gei the header information first. This makes the use of 
an MPEG stream inconvenient in a conferencing application, 
as a new User may wani to join an existing conference after the 

data sueam have already been sec up. n i e  necessaq header 
information would not be directly available for herlhirn. be- 
cause in an ISO 11172 data slream ihis information is only 
lransferred at ihe beginning. 

For a data slream generated according to 1SO 11 172. 
MPEG provides time stamps that are necessary for synchm- 
nization. They refer to the relationship between multiplexed 
data sueams, but not betwmn other existing 1SO 11 172 data 
slreams. 

Li should be mentioned thatMPEGdoes not prescribecom- 
pression in real time. MPEG defines the process of decoding. 
but not the dccoder itself. Different Systems have been devel- 
opad. Public domain software has been available in 1993. but 
only a few productsarecommuciaIly availablealthough many 
were announced. One example is CDI .  

The quality of a vidm sequence wmprcssed in wmpliance 
with the MPEG standard is ncar the optimal possible for a 
<arge1 maximum data rate of about 1 5  Mbitis. This optimum 
is in quality and not in performance. Further developments in 
the area of vidw coding techniques are based on a taget rate of 
up to IOOMbits/s. This is k n m n  as MPEG-2 (MPEG 1993b). 
MPEG-2 stnves for a higher resolution. similar to the digital 
video studio stand& CCIR 601 and leading to HDTV. Note 
rhat the author gleaned most of the follming i n f d o n  on 
MPEG-2 and W E G 4  h m  p r s s  releass and many personal 
communications üum P. Liu and other memters of the MPEG. 

in orda to e- that a h n i o u s  solution f a  the 
mdest range of applicaiions is achieved, thc work group 
designatcd ISOlIEC JTClISC29MrGl I has bctn wocking 
jointly with the iTü-TS Study Group I5 'Experis Group for 
ATM Video Coding." MPEG-2 also wllaboram with repre- 
sentatives from other parts of International Telsommunica- 
tion Union - Telecommunication Sector W - T S ) ,  interna- 
tional Telewmmunication Union -Radiccommunication Sec- 
tor (iTü-RS), Eutopean Broadcasting Union (EBU). Society 
of Motion Pictures and Television Engineers (SMFTE), and 
the Norih American HDTV community. 

MPUj  developed the MPEG-2 V&o Standard. which 
specifies the mied bit s- for high-quality digital vidw. 
As a compatible extension. MPEG-2 Vidw builds upon the 
completed MPEG-1 standard by supporting interlaced video 
formats and a number of other advanced features including 
those supporting HDW. 

As a generic International Standard. MPEG-2 Video was 
defined in terms of extensible pmfiles. each of which will sup- 
port the features needed by an important class of applications. 
The MPEG-2Main Profile was defined to supportdigital video 
transrnission in the range of about 2 to 80MbiUs over cable, 
satellite and other broadcast channels as well as for digital 
siorage mediaand other communications applications. Param- 
eters of the Main Profile and High Profile (note: the name of 
this "Next Profile" is preliminary) are suimble for supporting 
HDTV formais. 



Table4. MPEG-2 Profiles and levels wiih ihe most importanl characierisiics; note ihat cells in (he Llble wiihoui entri&are.notdefincd as 
compliance points'[adaptd fmm Schäfer (l993)] 

High level 
1920 pixels/line < 8OMbiids < 100 Mbitds 
1152 1ines 

High-1440 level 
1440 pixeldline < 6OMbiWs < 60 Mbitds < 8OMbiWr 
1152 lines 

Main level 
720 pixeldline < I5 MbiWs < 15MbiWs < 15 MbiWs < 20MbiWs 
576 lines 

Low level 
352 pixelfine < 4MbiWs < 4MbiWs 
288 1ines 

'.arm Simple proale Main p d e  SNR suiable pmfile 
and NoBframes Bfnmci Bframes 
Rofilcs 4 2 0  4 2 0  4 2 0  

Not scaiable Not ralable SNR scalable 

The MPEG experts also extended the features of the Main 
Profile by defining a hiemchicaVxalable pmfile. This pro- 
file aims to Support applications such as compatible temir ia l  
TV/HDTV, packet-nehvork video system. backward wmpat- 
ibility with existing standards(MPEG-1 andH.261). andother 
applications for which muliiievel coding is requid.  For ex- 
amplc. such a s y m  wuld give the consuma the option of 
using ei thn a small portable refeiver to decode Standard defi- 
nition TV, or a larga fixed receiver to decode HDTV from the 
Same bmadcast Signal. 

All pmfiles are arranged in a 5 X 4 mahix as shown in 
Table 4. 'Ihe horizontal axis denotes profiles with an increas- 
ing number of operations to be supported. 'ihe venical axis 
indicates levels with increased Parameters. Smaller and larger 
frame sizes are examples for these parameters. For example. 
the m i n  pmfiie in the b w  level defines 352 pixeldine. 28 
lincs/fiame, 30 frame.4~. B frames are allowed to nrur .  and 
the data rate shall not exceed 4 Mbitds; the main profile in the 
high ievel specifies 1920 pixeldine 1152 lindframe and 60 
hame.4~ with a data rate to be less than 80Mbitds. MPEG-2 
considersastmcture similar to that of the hierarchical mode of 
JPEG. a scaling of the compressed motion images (personal 
communication from E. Vixito) where video is encoded at 
different "qualities" (Lippman 19911) 

The scaling may act on different pasameten: 

- A spatial scaling facilitates decompression of image se- 
quences wich dissimilar horizontal and vertical resolutions. 
A single data stream could include images with 352 X 288 
pixels (H.261 CIF formal). 360 X 240 pixels, 704 X 576 
pixels (a formal iccording 10 CClR 601) and, for example, 
wiih 1250 lines atan aspect ratio of 16:9 (European HDTV). 
These resolutions refer to the luminance component. the 
chrominance components are subsampled with ratio 1:2. 
This can be implemented using a pyrarnid for the level of 
the DCT coefficients. Thereby a 8 X 8 DCT, 7 X 7 DCT. 

: S p ö d y  d b i e  prosle -P& 
B framcs B frames 
4 2 0  4 2 0  or 4 2 2  
SNR scalable or spatial scalable SNR ralable or spatiai waiable 

6 X 6 DCT, and other transformations can be perfo~~ned. 
From the technical point of view, only steps with the factor 
hvo are useful. 

- Scaiing of the data rate allows for a playback with a lower 
frame rate or for a fast f a d  modc with a wnstant fmne  
ratrinMPEGlthisis&nocdwithDfnmcs.Dfnmcs~ 
not allowed in MPEG-2. If thcrc is a suitable dimihitiom of 
I f r ams  within t h e d a t a s m .  t h y  canbe uscd toscale the 
data rate. This disüibution must apply (o the whole video 
clip and not only (o a p u p  of pictures. 

- The scaling in amplitude can be intapreted as a different 
resolution of different pixels or a different quantizaiion of 
the DCTcoefficienh. This leads to l a y d  coding and 10 the 
possibility of progressive image presentation. Progressive 
coding is not at all impoitant for the prtsentation of vidw 
data. However. it should be possible to exwct  cenain still 
images i h m  a sequence in the data m-iam. in which case 
progressive coding may be of interest. Layered coding can 
be used to partition data for the iransmission of the more 
important data with bener error correction. 

Scaling is an essential extension of MPEG-1 to MPEG- 
2. MPEG-2 considas the current developmenis in the broad- 
band ISDN (BISDN) world. The asynchmnous transfer mode 
(ATM) is the realization of BISDN based on the uansfer of a 
small packet known as cells. A potential loss of single ATM 
cells containing MPEG-2 encoded data is taken into account 
in the MPEG-2 development. In such a case effects on other 
images and other pans of the video data sueam must be min- 
i m i d .  It should also be possible to define sequences of the 
different types of images (I, P, B) that allow the minimizing of 
the cnd- to-end delay for a given target data rate. 

MPEG developed the MPEG-2 Audio Srnndord for low- 
bit-rate coding of muliichannel audio. MPEG-2 audio cod- 
ing supplies up to five full bandwidth channels (left. right, 
Center, and two sunound channels). plus an additional low- 



frquency enhancement channel. andlor up 10 seven commen- 
iary/multilingual channels. The MPEG-2 Audio Smndard also 
extends stereo and mono coding of the MPEG-I Audio Stan- 

. , dard to half sampling rates (16 H z ,  22.05 ~ H L  aod.24 H z )  
for impmved quality of bit rates at or telow 64 kbirsls per 
channel. . 

The MPEG-2 Audio Multichannel Coding Siandard pro- 
vides backward compatibility with the existing MPEG-I Au- 
dio Standard. MPEG organized formal subjective testing of 
thc pmposed MPEG-2 multichannel audio codecs and up to 
three nonbackward compatible codecs. These coders work 
with rates ranging fium 256 to 448 kbitsls. 

Note that in order to provide a very accurate description, 
the following text was written with extensive use of the nota- 
tion and taminology defined by the original MPEG-2 spec- 
ification. As MPEG-2 addresses video as well as associated 
audio, it pmvides the MPEG-2 system specification to define 
how audio. video. and other data are combined as single or 
multiple smam ha t  are suitable for storage and transmis- 
sion. 'Iherefm it impares syntactical and semantical ~ l e s .  
which are naxsswy for and capable of synchronizing the d c  
coding and presentation of the video and audio information, 
while ensuring that coded data buffers in the decoder do not 
overfiow or underflow. The streams include time stamps for 
the decoding. the presentation. and the delivery of this data. 

in the first step. the basic multiplexing approach adds in- 
fonnation of the system level to each individual stream. which 
is packetizcd to produce the packetized elementary saam 
(PES). in the subsequcnt step the PESs are combined as a 
pmgmm a a mmspon stream Both program and eansport 
arrrms m dCEiglKd ia support a large n u m k  of Lnown and 
aniinpntcd applicationr. and they retain a significant amount 
of Ruib i ty ,  such as may be required for such applications. 
while providing intaoperability between different device im- 
plunentations. 
- I h e p m g r m  s r r cm is similar to the MPEG- I stream; it is 

aimed at a relatively error-free envimnment. The program 
meam's packets may be of variable length. The h i n g  in- 
fonnahon in this stream can be used to implement a constant 
end-tc-md delay (covering the path from the input of the 
encoder ia the output of the decoder). 

- I hemmsponmmcombines  the PESs withoneor several 
independent time bases into one single sweam. The irans- 
port stream is designed for use in lossy or noisy media The 
respective packets are 188 bytes long. including the Cbyte 
header. The transport stream is well-suited for the trm- 
mission of digital television and video telephony over fiter, 
sateliite. cable. ISDN. ATM. and other ne twok.  and also 
for storage on digital video tape and other devices. 

A wnversion between the program and the transport 
stream is possible and reasonable. Note that the definition of 
MPEG-2 in its buffer management section does constrain the 
end-to-end delay below 1 s for audio and video data, a value 
that is too high. i.e.. not humanly acceplable, for applications 
in the dialogue mode. 

A iypical MPEG-2 video stream has variable bit rate. With 
the use of a video buffcr defined in this standard it is also 

possible to enforce a constant bit rate leading to a varying 
quality. 

Typically a standard like MPEG-2 - at ihe committee draft 
(CD).stalus in' late 1993 - r e q u i r ~  3 monlhs io become draft 
international standard (DIS) and then a 6-month ballot pericd 
tefore becoming an international srandard (1s). 

Originally therewereplans tospecify an MPEG-3 standard 
approaching HDTV. During development, MPEG-2 proved 
adequate when scaled up to meet HDTV requirements. Sub- 
sequently MPEG-3 was dropped. 

Work on another MPEG initiative for very-low-bit rate coding 
of audiovisual pmgrams started in September 1993 at ISOlIEC 
JTCl. ltisscheduled to result intheCDstatus in 1995 or 1996. 

This work will q u k e  the development of fundamentally 
new algorithmic techniques, including model-based image 
coding for human intesaction with multimedii environments 
and low-bit-rate spoxh coding for w in environments like in 
the European mobile telephony system. 

8 DVI 

Digital Video Intentctive (DVI) is a technology that includes 
coding algorithms. 'Ihe fundamental components are a VLSI 
chip set for the video subsystem. a well-specified data for- 
mat for audio and video files. an application u s u  in* for 
the audi+visual h e l  (AVK). the kerne1 softivue in* 
for the DVI hardware. und compression as well as k m -  
pression algonthms (Hamey et al. 1991; Lutha  1991; Ripley 
1989). In this chapter we concenhate mainly on compression 
and decompression. DVI can prccess dara text, gnphics. still 
images. video and audio. The original essential characteris- 
tic was the asymmebic technique of video compression and 
decompression known as preseniation level video (PLV). 

DVI has a very interesting history. which helps explain 
some of the fea- of this system today. A project was s t d  
at David Samoff Research Center of the RCA company in 
R inmon  in 1984. At that time the major g d s  - to com- 
press video and audio to the data rate appropriate for a CD 
und to dacompnss it in real time - were defined. in 1986 
the protoiype of a DVI-specific chip using a Silicon wmpiler 
was developed. In 1986 General Elecbics (GE) took over this 
technology. the DVI development team became employees of 
GE, and the pmject continued. The firnt public presentation 
took place at the second Micmsoft CD-ROM Conference in 
Seattle in March 1987. For the first time the real-time play- 
back of video stored on a CDROM was presented. In 1989. 
at the fourth Microsoft CD-ROM Conference, IBM and In- 
tel announced their cooperation concerning DVI. The DVJ 
team was later taken over by lntel. The first generalion of PSI2 
boards were intrcduced as ActionMedia 750. In April 1992, 
the second generation of these boards for Microchannel and 
ISA bus machines (ActionMedia 11) became available. In 1993 



Fig. 18. DVI nden processor aceording to Ripley (1989) 

the softwarsonly decoder h a r n e  a produa; it is known as 
h d w .  

Concemingaudio, thedemand for a hardware solution im- 
plemented at areasonable price is met using a standud signal 
proeessor. Still images and ndea are processed by a video 
processor. The video hardware of a DVI board is shown in 
Fig. 18. It  uinsists of two VISl chips containing more than 
265.000 iransistors each. This video display procesror (VDP) 
consists of the pixel processor VDPI and the diiplay proces- 
sor VDPZ. The M P I  pmwses  bitmaps and is programmed 
in microde.  the VDPZ generates analogue RGB signals h m  
the various biMap formats. and iis configuration is also pro- 
grammable. 'Ihe pmcessors are awpled by the video RAM 
W. An important charactcritic is the ability m micro- 
program. It dows one to change and adapt the compression 
and dtxompression algorithms to new developments without 
new hardware investments. 

8.1 Audw ~d still i m g e  encoding 

Audio s i g ~ l s  are digitized with 16 bits per sample and are 
either FCM encoded or compressed with the Adaptive Differ- 
ential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) technique. Thereby 
a reduction to about 4 bits pcr sample is achieved at a quality 
comsponding to stereo broadcasting. Different sampling fre- 
quencies are supported (I  1.025 Hz. 22.050Hz and 44,100Hz 
for one or two PCM-ccdedchannels; 8,268 Hz. 31.129 Hz and 
33.075 Hz for ADPCM at one channel). 
Various videoinput formatscan be used to encodestill irnages. 
These can be composite, as well as component. video signals 
like RGB. In case of an RGB signal, the color of each pixel 
is split into portions of the three colors of the specburn. red, 
green. and blue. and each color is processed separately. 

For image prepararion. DVI assurnes an internal digital 
Y W  forrnat. i.e.. any video input signal must 6nt  be Irans- 
forrned into this format. Note that by DVI we mean the Action 
Media I1 version. The color of each pixel is split up into a lu- 
minance component Y and the two chrominance cornponens 
U and V. The luminance represenis a gray-scale irnage. White 
is not a basic color, but a mixture of colors. In the case of 
a RGD signal. a purc white pixel consists of aboui 30% red. 

59% green, and 11% blue. Starting wilh s RGB signal, DVI 
ComPutes the YUV signal using the following relationship: 

Y = O . ~ O R + O . ~ ~ G ~ O . I ~ B , U = B - Y , V = R - ~  

leading to: 

U = -0.30R - 0.59G + 0.89B 
V=O,70R-0,59G-O,11B. 

Therefore DVI deterrnines the cornponenis Y W according to 
the following relation: 

This is d i z e d  in software with fixed point arithmetic based 
on : 

DVI alwayscombinesall c h r o m i n a n a ~ i s  of4x4 
blocksof pixels in a siogle Aue. litechrominance wmpocmt 
of the top left pixel of such a b l a k  L u x d  as the refenee 
value for the 16 pixels. Therefore each pixcl has an 8-bit value 
for the luminance Y, and for 16 related pixels a single 8-bit 
chrominance value, U, and another 8 b is  defining the value 
for V. The resuli is a 9-bit Y U V f o m t .  

In oder to increase the irnage quality during presentation. 
the chrominance values of adjacent blocks are interpolaied. 
Note that this is the reason for the recognizable wlordistortion 
at therightandat the bottorn edgesof theimages.Additionally. 
DVI is able to process images in the 16-bii YW f o r m  and 
the 24-bit Y W  formar. The 24-bit format uses 8 biis for each 
component. The 16-bit Y W  format codes the Y component 
of cach pixel with 6 bits and the color differente componenis 
with 5 bits each. This is the reason for two different biunap 
formats. pianarand packed. For the planar format. all the data 
of the Y cornponent are stored First. followed by all the U 
component d u e s .  then all V values (9-bit Y W  format or 24- 
bit Y W  format). For the packed bitmap format. the Y, U. and 
V information of each pixel is stored together. followed by the 
data of the next pixel in the 16-bit Y W  format. 

Single irnages in 24-bit format can be srored immediately 
or transrnitted. Images in the 16-bitformat can becornpressed 
wich a lossless algonthrn that is known as PIC 1.0. In 9-bit 
format lhere is a choice between a lossy algorithrn and the 
JPEG baseline mode; for backward compatibility 10 che previ- 
ous DVI algorithms. two addilional compression schemes can 
be applied. 
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8 2  Video ericodin~ 

~ o r m d o n  video encoding DVI distinguishes two techniques 
with different resolutions and dissimilar goals: . . . 

F pmintation level video (PLV) is charactirized by ils bet- 
ter quality. This is achieved at the expense of a very time- 
consuming asymmeuic compression nerformed by special- 
ized compression facilities. In the early stage of the DVI 
iechnology. PLV compression required. for example, a Me- 
i w  Transputcr System with more than 60 uansputen to 
wmpress one image in 3 s. which corresponds to a 90-fold 
inacaw, in the time needed for such an operation compared 
ia the real time constraints. PLV is suitable for aoolications ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ r r  ~ ~~~ 

dismbuted on CD-ROMS. The development of such DVl Fig. 19. DVI generation pnwcss of a PLV coded video scqume as 
applications in the PLV mode follows the process shown in shown in Ripley (1989) 
Fig. 19. 

- Real-time video ( R W  is a symmetnc compression w h -  
oiquc thet works with hardware and s o h a r e  in real time 
(RTV nrsion 2.0 uses ihe i750PB chip). Known as Indco, 
it can also tun on pmessors such as Intel 386/486 in real 
time with certain limiiations. cspeciaily reduad quaiity of 
the images. In previous versions RTV was known as edit 
lcvel vidw (ELV). U V  was conceived to enable ihe devel- 
operof DVI applications to see his/her vidw sequences with 
nduced quaiity during the wnsuuction phase. Aftemards. 
hdshe sends ihe videotapes to be comprssed in ihe PLV 
mode to a DVI compression facility and gets compressed 
video q u e n m  of higer  quaiity ihm RTV back. Today, 
RTV is most oiien used for interactive communicarion in 
ihc samt manner ac px64. 
Witb ihc aid of wr referencc praicssing model shown in 

Fig. I we can again distinguish various steps: 
'Ihe image prepnmrion phase of RTV distinguishes ihree 

wmponents of an image. w h a e  all pixels are coded wiih 8 
bits each. As subsampling is used, ihe luminance has a higher 
resolution ihan the chrominance components. For each 16 pix- 
els of lurninance t h m  is one pixel in each of the chrominance 
wmponenis U and V. Consequently. the luminancccomponent 
unsins of four times as many lines and columns as the other 
hn> components. In a block of 16 Y pixels, I U pixel and 1 V 
puel an encoded together. The result is the Bbit Y W  format 
of RTV (for each 8 Y bits ihere is one U bit or one V bit). 

It should be mentioned that the RTV algorithms described 
in the following may also make use of other image prepara- 
tion xhemes ihat would have to be supported by the AVK. 
The following processing in theRTV algorithm ueats all three 
componenis with the same scheme. 

The i m g e  pmcessing of RTV distinguishes betwecn an 
interframe coding and an intraframe coding. 
- intraframe coding is based on individual images. The dif- 

ference between the value of each pixel and the adjacenl 
pixel above is calculated. For the first line, a fictitious line 
above is used. which has a constant value. This calcula- 
tion is perfomed for all components, and it results in many 
Zero values. which is excellent for the consecutive entropy 
coding steps. 

- interframe coding determines ihe difference between the 
value of a pixel in ihe cumnt image and the value of ihe 
pixel located at ihe Same place in ihe p d i n g  image. n i i s  
is done for all of the Uuee wmponents - normally ihe dif- 
ferences also consist of many ZM vaiues. 
A quantization is not necessary because of the simple sub- 

haction operations mentioned. The emmpy encoding is based 
on a linear data saeam. and follows ihe calculation of dif- 
ferences immediately. It is used for boih intdmme and in- 
t d r ame  coding. A distinction bciween run length encoded 
daiabytes (ihese are ihe zem bytes) and the runaining wctor 
is made: 
- Sequenees of W s ~ g  z~ bytes an w m p d  with run- 

length coding. 
- Ail other bytes are wmpressed wiih a twodimensional vec- 

tor encoding technique. An index in one of the eight avail- 
able tables that corresponds to two adjacent pixels to be 
compressed is determined. The various components of an 
image are usually encoded via different iables. 

In a last step, the mn-length encoded values and the indices 
determined previously are ixansformed wiih another tableand 
subsequentiy Huffman e d e d .  It is possible to select a new 
H u R a n  table that is adapted to the specific wntent for each 
;".%,"P 

PLV is an asymmetric compression technique that is pro- 
prietary to Intel and not published in detail (Harney et al. 1991). 
However, the principle is known. Each picture is divided into 
rectangular blocks and motion compensated. For each block, 
a prediction in form of a block of the previous iinage is made. 
If its position has changed. its motion is recorded in a motion 
vector. An exceptional feature should be mentioned; the mo- 
tion vector is measured in terms of pixels but iu  values can be 
real numbers. The interpolation betwecn the values of pixels 
can result in a motion vector with values of fractions of pixel 
widths and heighkleading to a better resolution. However. the 
disadvantage is the penalty caused by processing real numbers 
instead of integers. 

The difference of the predicted block and the actual block 
of the previous piclure is coded as in the previously dcscribed 



.. . . . R W ,  tethnique (tw6-dimensional vector &oding and ~ u f f -  
man encoding). 

8.3 Data stream 

Besides the actual compression technique. DVI defines a&ta 
slream. As an example, when adata stream including audio and 
PLV-encoded vidw is used. a subdivision in10 single images is 
the first step. In addiiion to the actual image data. thefollowing 
infonnation is included: 
- version labe1 
- infomation on the choice of interframe or iniraframe en- 

coding 
- height and width of the image (number of pixels) 
- which of the eight iables must be used for the twodimen- 

sional vecüir encoding of this image 
- Huiiman tables 
- whetha halfrewlution in ve r t i d  andlor horizontal dimen- 

sion is used 

Additionally. there is the PCM or ADPCM encoded audio data 
in the stream. 

.' H.261 is an already .estiblished standard'that is d ror jg l~ .  
supported by telecornrnunication operaton. Due to a vety re- 
suicted resolution in theQClF format and reduced frame rates. . 
Ihe implernentation of H.261 coders and decoders is possible 
without any technical problems. This is certainly uue if the 
motion compensation and the optical low-pass filter are not 
componenis of the implementation. though the quality is not 
always satisfactory in this case. If the image is encoded in CIF 
forrnat at 25 or 30 imagests with motion cornpensation. the 
quality is acceptable. The major application domain is the dia- 
log mode in a networked environment: video telephoning and 
conferencing. The resulting continuous bit rate is eminenUy 
suitable for today's wide area networks operation with ISDN 
and lmed lines. 

MPEG is the most promising standatd for f uhm mm- 
pressed digital video and audio. Although the IPEG group 
has a System h a t  can also be uscd for video. it is ioa oriented 
t o w d  "'animating" stills raiher than t o w d  the 
of motion pictures. CurrenUy, the quality of MPEG video can 
be compared to VHS video recordings, with a daia rate of 
1.2 Mbitds. an appropriate rate for CD-ROM drives. Refming 
to the compression. the algorithm is vety good for a rcsolution 
of 360 X 240 pixels. Obviously higher m l u t i o n s  can also be 
decoded. for example. a resolution of 625 lines. but the qual- 
ity is affected. The fuhtre of MPEG points towardc MPUi-2. 

AU of the imponant comprwion techniques used in multi- which defines a data siream that is mmpaiible with =-1. 

mdip systems tum out to be combinaiions of various lmown but providing dam rates up to 100Mbitds. s.'Ihis nibsüiitiaiiy 

algorithms. impmves the cumntly available qua i i i  of MPEG codcd Qta 

JPEG must beconsidered a$ the fuhmstandard for coding MPEG also defines an audio s m .  with v ~ o u s  sampling 

of still images. It inmrpomtes a remarkable variety of alter- rates up to DAT quality at 16 bidsampk. Onc othaimpotlant 

native modes with a high degree of M o m .  For example, part of the MPEG group's work is the definition of a syntax 

there could be up to 255 cornponents or planes, an image may of a data siream. which has proved to be relatively mccesful 

comprise as many as 65.535 lines, each line can have as many foi the DVI technology. MPEG was optimized for mullime- 

as 65525 pixels. As a m m u r e  of efficiency. the required bits dia applications with the use of the retrievai model. CDROM 

per pixel can be calculated. i.e., the average value determined based tutwing systems and interactive'W arc such t y p i d  ap 

by the mlio of the number of encoded bits and the number of plication a r m .  MPEG-2 will allow f o r m  and HDTV quality 

pixels of the image. The following Statements apply to D f 3  at the expense of a higher data rate. MPEG-4 will provide a 

encoded still images (Wailace 1991): vety high compression ratio for the coding of video and the 

- 0.25 to 0.50 bitdpixel: moderate to good quality. sufficient 
associated audio. 

for some applications Intel now owns DVI. which. unlike the other systems. is a 

- 0.50 to 0.75 bitdpixel: good to vety good quality. sufficient proprietary invention. Itdefines twoquality encoding varianis. 

for many applications one for real-time compression given the appropriate hatdware 

- 0.75 to 1.50 bidpixel: excellent quality suitable for rnost and the other for off-line compression. but allowing decom- 

applications pression withthesamehardware.Theresolutionsarc5 12x480 

- 1.50 to 2.00 bitslpixel: in rnost cases not distinguishable (interpolated from 256 X 240) and 256 X 240 respectively. As 
already rnentioned, DVI also features a file syntax known as 

frorn the original, sufficient for almost all applications, even 
for highest qualiiy requirements. AVSS. Due to the standardization of the other formats men- 

iioned. as well as the dernand for interchangeable formats. it 
In the lossless mode a compression ratio of 2: 1 is reached de- can be expected that RTV, PLV, or both will incorporate rnore 
spite the remarkable sirnplicity of the technique. Today JPEG features from these standards iii order to provide compatibil- 
is available both as a software and as a hardware solution; how- iiy. DV1 also defines audio and still irnage compression of 
ever, in most caes  only the baseline mode with a predefined very good quality. For still images a certain configuration of 
irnage forrnat is supported. JPEG is often used in rnultirne- the JPEG forrnat is supported. The video quality in PLV mode 
dia applicaiions ihat require high quality. The prirnary dornain is very good and i t  allows for use in retrieval modeapplications 
is image. However ir  is also used as Motion JPEG for video similar to MPEG. The RTV rnode is good and quite convinc- 
compression: medical imaging is an exarnple of this applica- ing for rnany applications. As described in this Paper, RTV 
iinn arca. accommodaics dialogue mode applications. However, many 



available implementations suffer from the considerahle com: Feis E(1990)Af~iscaledDCTalgorithm. In: PenningtanKS.Moor 
pressionldeckmpression delay longer than 150ms. head RJ I1 (edsj Image Pmcessing Algorithms and Techniques. 

JPEG, K26.1. MPEG. and DVI are:"ot alternative iech- , , Pmc. SPIE 1.244:2-13. Santa Qay. Calif. 
n iqU& for..dam' :o&p&sioh.. f ie i r  ioals .~re  different &,d . ' & n m l e ~ C .  W&kE (I&) Digital lmage Processing: Addiion-- : 

partly complemenlary. Most of the algorithms u s d  are very Wesley. ~ e i n g  
Gray RM (1984) Vector quantization. IEEE ASSP. Magazine I ., similar 6ut not the s a m .  The.technical quality ;ls.well as the . 

mA 

availability on the market dete*ine the techniques that r ill be 
uscd in futuremultimediasystems. In theauthor's opinion, this 
will lead to acooperation and aconvergence of the techniques. 
For instance. afuture rnultimediacornputer might generate still 
imagcs inJPEG. use H.261 for a video wnferencc and MPEG- 
2 as well as DVI PLV for ihe retrieval of stored multimedia 
infomiation. (Note lhat this is a purely hypothetical Statement 
and it does not prejudice any type of future developrnent or 
strategy in this field.) 
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